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Comme la population 
générale… de 50-60 ans

Plus de CS (détresse fœtale), 
prémat, RCIU

Pas de transmission verticale
Mais…
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duration of the second stage of labour shorter, but the results were not statistically significantthe risk of instrumentation reducedcaesarean sections was higherThe other outcomes were similar between groupMais peu d’études inclus avec un petit échantillon, et les petites variations entre les articles, on ne peut pas exclure qu’il n’y a pas d’influence de la position maternelle. 
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Surveillance +++ les 1er jours
Hôpital 1-2 semaines
Fils retirés > 3 semaines
Contraception (définitive)
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On a inclus des études randomiséeQui étudient des femmes pendant la 2ème phase de travailQui comparent la positon accroupie VS couchéePrimary maternal outcome measure	duration of the second stage of labour Secondary maternal outcome measures	mode of birth [caesarean, operative birth , spontaneous 	pain et utilisatio n d’antalgique 	Déchirure prinéales	blood loss [> 500 mL et en (mL)]	Déchirure urétral	Retention placentaire	Distocie des épaulesNeonatal outcomes	Apgar score [	admission to neonatal intensive care unit	perinatal death. Positions accroupies modifiées excludes sauf la barre
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Most of the included studies (six out of seven) were conducted in Asia, where squatting is usual. Hence, the results of this review may be difficult to generalize to western industrialized countries, where the squatting position is perceived as difficult to adopt 12. Many western women find it uncomfortable and challenging to maintain 11, 13. Nevertheless, the results of the only European trial did not differ from Asian studies, except lower compliance. In one of the excluded studies 13, only 16% of women allocated to the squatting group gave birth in this position. A solution to this problem could be adopting a modified squatting position 11, but the choice of this option should be up to women 1.  Despite the  theoretical advantages of a squatting position during the second stage of labour, this review does not show any beneficial or harmful effect of squatting during childbirth.
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